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About This Game

What would this gay space hero be like? The answer is he's a charmer - gaymism.com

Smarter than it needs to be ... a light-hearted adventure - gaygamer.net

Introduction

My Ex-Boyfriend the Space Tyrant is a traditional point-and-click adventure but stands out for its gay cast and eye-catching
visuals.

On the surface, the storyline is standard science fiction fare: you play as retired space captain Tycho Minogue, dragged back
into active service in order to foil the nefarious plans of a powerful interplanetary tyrant who is taking his fleet from world to

world, subjugating the free people of the galaxy. But there are twists! A tale of love, loss and adventure spread over three
planets and several lightyears, My Ex-Boyfriend the Space Tyrant is the gayest game ever made.
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Some Key Features

Full length gay themed point-and-click adventure game

A superb blend of comedy, drama, romance and mystery

Artwork by award winning artist Joe Phillips

Over 70 scenes and 40 characters

Source included

Accessibility options for vision and hearing impaired players

What The Fans Are Saying

Thank you for a wonderful game playing experience, and the fact that it was a 'gay game' made it ever so much more
enjoyable for this gay player. - John

I'd like to compliment you on the game, My Ex-boyfriend the Space Tyrant. I enjoyed the artwork, the tongue-in-cheekiness,
and the sense of a campy space-adventure. It's nice to have a gay-centric game, especially since most games are heavily

influenced to appeal to the straight guy-gamer. - Jason

It's a whole lot of fun, as a gay guy this is the game I've wanted to play all my life! - Brian
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Title: My Ex-Boyfriend the Space Tyrant
Genre: Adventure
Developer:
Up Multimedia
Publisher:
Up Multimedia
Release Date: 21 Jul, 2014

 7ad7b8b382 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP/Vista/7

Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo 1.8 GHz or AMD Athlon X2 64 2.0 GHz

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: 1024x768, 32-bit colour

Storage: 512 MB available space

Sound Card: 8-bit Sound Card

English
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Gayme of the year!. Wasn't a terrible game, but wasn't exactly good either. Miniimal interaction or puzzle solving to go on and
the game was pretty linear.

Ending was super unsatisfying as well.. I'll put as much effort into writing this review as the designers did into polishing the
game mechanics.

Pros:
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If you loved point-and-click adventure games when they were big (think Monkey Island, King's Quest, Day of the Tentacle etc)
and enjoyed the irreverent, cheesy, innuendo-laden humour of the Al Lowe Leisure Suit Larry games, MEBtST will be totally
up your alley.

I grew up on the aforementioned click-and-point adventure games, and I loved them, and I really enjoyed this. It's silly, over-the-
top fun, with some great one-liners, some amusing pop culture references, break the fourth-wall moments, and a space opera to
boot.

The art, on the whole, suited it, with loud colours and quirky designs, though in places the background art seemed inconsistent
with the rest of the game. The music was great and suited the upbeat space opera mood, and the sound effects were unobtrusive
and fit the mood well.

My only complaints were that at times it felt like it was running slowly; it seemed to take ages for Tycho to walk from one end
of the screen to the other, and there were a couple of typoes in the dialogue I noticed. A little more character development
would have been nice, too, but for a fun, silly, and slightly surreal game, it was most enjoyable.

(I'm seeing a lot of "I'm offended" comments on here, or mentions of it being "unrealistic": a fair call, but I never felt like the
game was meant to be realistic or taken too seriously: it felt like a gay-themed Leisure Suit Larry, which was equally silly and
unrealistic in its portrayal of both female characters and heterosexual relationships. While it's nice to have serious games and
accurate representation, it's also sometimes nice to have a bit of fun and some smutty humour which isn't really hurting
anyone.). The game is kinda nice, but it opens a console with an error message everytime I start it. If I close it, the game closes. I
can go on if I leave the console open, but after a little while the commands don`t respond anymore. I searched for people with
the same problem on the forums, and though there are many with the same problem, there seem to be no solution.
A shame :\/

UPDATE: The game had an update last week. I went to play full of hope, but old saves don't work anymore. And the commands
still stop responding as before... I give up -_-'. This game is technically on a very low level, crashed several times, but it has so
lovely gay characters that I would still recommend it to every gay who has a sense for comedy and who can smile over our own
stereotypes.. The game is kinda nice, but it opens a console with an error message everytime I start it. If I close it, the game
closes. I can go on if I leave the console open, but after a little while the commands don`t respond anymore. I searched for
people with the same problem on the forums, and though there are many with the same problem, there seem to be no solution.
A shame :/

UPDATE: The game had an update last week. I went to play full of hope, but old saves don't work anymore. And the commands
still stop responding as before... I give up -_-'. While there are a few minor flaws and glitches, the game is actually pretty decent.
It is a point and click space gay romance comedy...thingie.
Walking animation is awkward, but graphics are good. Characters are enjoyable, many puns and bad jokes, funny references...
if I had paid 15 € it would have angered me, but for 5 € I recommend buying it, if you are either gay or like gay stuff.

And, thank you, lift. It was always nice riding with you

New version of My Ex-Boyfriend the Space Tyrant now live:
Seven years after its initial release and five years after the last update, version 1.12 of My Ex-Boyfriend the Space Tyrant is now
available!

My Ex-Boyfriend the Space Tyrant is a gay-themed sci-fi adventure game with artwork by award winning artist Joe Phillips and
is a prequel to Escape from Pleasure Planet.

The update is free for existing owners of the game, you boldfaced minxes.

Key features:

 Save games load much faster
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 Animated text

 Hardware accelerated graphics

 Lots of new writing mostly in the side plots (main plot is unchanged)

 Same engine version as Escape from Pleasure Planet (three years of improvements)

 Scaling effect along the z-axis

 Dozens of bug fixes

 New path planning

 Some updated art and animations

 Reworked some scenes to even out tone of game

 Quality of life improvements like inspect inventory items

 Support for more types of monitors

 Controller support

 Return of the linux version

 The console on startup is gone

 New build process for windows/mac/linux to support more computers

Basically every line of code has been touched in some way. It's definitely been a work of love. Old save games aren't supported
but players can switch back to the previous version of the game on Steam using the "classic" beta channel.

Share and Enjoy!*

* "Share and Enjoy" is, of course, the company motto of the hugely successful Sirius Cybernetics Corporation Complaints
division, which now covers the major land masses of three medium sized planets and is the only part of the Corporation to have
shown a consistent profit in recent years.
. New mod available:
There's a new unofficial mod available for players of the game. Ribeena's Graphics Updates provides an alternative take on
some of the game art. You can see examples and download mod here:

https://www.nexusmods.com/myexboyfriendthespacetyrant/mods/1

Pretty awesome.. Trading Cards now dropping:
The people have asked and we have delivered.

Today we published a set of trading cards for the Steam edition of My Ex-Boyfriend the Space Tyrant. The set of six cards use
beautiful location artwork from the game and contain extra information about the galaxy in the game.

There are also five badges, including a special "Beautiful Space Traveller" foil badge, as well as emoticons like ":flirtbot:" and
special profile backgrounds that you can unlock.

If you have already been playing the game, you should retroactively receive some cards.
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It was fun to put these together and we hope you enjoy them.

Read more about Steam trading cards: https://steamcommunity.com/tradingcards/faq. 5th anniversary:
A new version of My Ex-Boyfriend the Space Tyrant will be released later this year to celebrate the 5th anniversary of the initial
release of the game way back in 2012.

The new release will see the game ported to the same engine as the sequel, Escape from Pleasure Planet (available now).

This 2017 version of the engine is massively updated compared to the 2013 one running Space Tyrant and contains bug fixes,
performance improvements and new features such as dual monitor support. Story and gameplay will be generally unaffected.

The original version of the game will also still be available on Steam in a "classic" channel. The update will be free to all owners.

END FLIRT MODE. Sequel out now:
We are pleased to announce the sequel to "My Ex-Boyfriend the Space Tyrant" is now available.

"Escape from Pleasure Planet" is a brand new adventure starring Captain Tycho Minogue and his crew with a fast paced story,
new features, upgrades and of course great art by Joe Phillips.

Early reviews have been very positive.

We hope you enjoy it as much as we enjoyed making it!

http://store.steampowered.com/app/504410
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